ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING COUNCIL CHAMBERS 11:00 A.M.

POSTING OF COLORS—NFPD

PRAYER

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

OATH OF OFFICE TO MAYOR-ELECT ROBERT M. RESTAINO

MAYOR’S SPEECH

OATH OF OFFICE TO COUNCIL MEMBERS JOHN SPANBAUER AND KENNY TOMPKINS

CITY CLERK TO CALL THE ROLL

KENNEDY____ SPANBAUER_____ TOMPKINS______ TOUMA_______ VOCCIO______

NOMINATION FOR COUNCIL CHAIRPERSON

OATH OF OFFICE FOR COUNCIL CHAIR

ITEMS FOR COUNCIL ACTION

FROM THE MAYOR

1. Approval of appointment of Kathleen Ligammari as City Clerk VOTE

2. Approval of appointment of Daniel R. Morello as City Controller VOTE

3. Approval of appointment of Christopher M. Mazur as Corporation Counsel VOTE

RESOLUTIONS

4. Relative to the 2020 Council Meeting Schedule
   BY: All Council Members VOTE

5. Relative to Designating the Niagara Gazette as the Official Newspaper
   BY: All Council Members VOTE

OATH OF OFFICE TO DEPARTMENT HEADS

OATH OF OFFICE TO COUNTY OFFICIALS

COUNCIL MEMBERS WELCOME TO EVERYONE
NOTE:

The Chairman will enable members of the public to speak on any topic of concern to the welfare of the City for a time not to exceed five (5) minutes for each person; he may limit the numbers of speakers on a topic or agenda item or the overall public speaking time if the same will unduly delay the commencement of the agenda.

Excerpt from Resolution 1993 - 137, which was adopted by the Niagara Falls City Council on October 18, 1993.